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Dreaming Trees provides a wonderful opportunity to be inspired by nature; even in the
winter sounds are all around us and there are natural materials we can use to make our

own music.

The illuminations are accompanied by a bespoke soundscape that creates magic and
atmosphere in the park after dark and this pack encourages you to explore this.

The title ‘Dreaming Trees’ also provides a challenge to bring this to life through sound and
music by considering what trees dream of while they look to be sleeping until spring.

Introduction
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KEY STAGE 1
Curriculum objectives

Use their voices expressively and
creatively by singing songs and
speaking chants and rhymes
Play tuned and untuned instruments
musically
Listen with concentration and
understanding to a range of high-
quality live and recorded music 
Experiment with, create, select and
combine sounds using the inter-
related dimensions of music

Learning intention
Name some familiar lullaby songs and sing some (examples are
Twinkle Twinkle and Rock a Bye Baby). What do all lullaby songs
have in common? How are lullaby songs different to other songs?

What noises does nature make? What noises do you hear outside,
can you make the noises? (Examples include the wind, rain drops on
a roof, thunder). 

Make your own instruments using natural materials 

Draw a sound map - please refer to sound map activity sheet

Listen to the Dreaming Trees soundscape - what noises can you
hear? Can you make these noises using instruments and materials?

Resources
Please refer to our resource sheets:
Sound map activity
Dreaming Trees soundscape 

Nature Walk Instrument making: https://www.aph.org/lets-make-
music-diy-nature-walk-instrument/
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KEY STAGE 2
Curriculum objectives

Improvise and compose music for a
range of purposes
Listen with attention to detail and
recall sounds with increasing aural
memory
Appreciate and understand a wide
range of high-quality live and
recorded music 

Learning intention
Listen to the Dreaming Trees soundscape which will be played in the
park after dark. What sounds can you recall? What instruments have
been used?

Draw a sounds map – please refer to the sound map activity sheet

Listen to other soundscapes. Listen quietly as a group and write
down the sounds you can hear. An international collection of
environmental recordings is available here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FvVs4ThjICQ

Create a piece of music inspired by nature

Create a piece of music with the title Dreaming Trees

Resources
Please refer to our resource sheets:
Sound map activity
Dreaming Trees soundscape 
What do trees dream of? 
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KEY STAGE 3
Curriculum objectives

Play and perform confidently  
Improvise and compose and extend
and develop musical ideas 
Identify and use the inter-related
dimensions of music expressively
and with increasing sophistication
Listen with increasing discrimination
to a wide range of music 
Develop a deepening understanding
of the music that they perform and to
which they listen

Learning intention
Listen to the Dreaming Trees soundscape and complete our activity

Listen to other soundscapes. Listen quietly as a group and write
down the sounds you can hear. An international collection of
environmental recordings is available here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FvVs4ThjICQ

Create your own soundscape with the title Dreaming Trees, drawing
on the Dreaming Trees sounds as inspiration
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Resources
Please refer to our Dreaming Trees soundscape resource sheet

Refer to point 4 'Record and illustrate a soundscape':
https://www.sensorytrust.org.uk/resources/activities/sound-
activities

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FvVs4ThjICQ
https://www.sensorytrust.org.uk/resources/activities/sound-activities


KEY STAGE 3
soundscape activity

activity 
Listen to the Dreaming Trees sound file. This will be played at the Dreaming
Trees illuminations but speakers will be positioned around the park and the
sounds will start at different times. Now listen again but play the sounds from a
number of devices, positioning speakers around the classroom or (even better)
outside and start each recording at a different time, for example a 1 minute delay.
Try and position the speakers far apart.

What is different? How does the second version make you feel? How do the
sounds work together?

The soundscape was designed to be played with each recording being played on
a loop in different areas of the park, so the music becomes layered in a unique
way and creates a soundscape.

Think about the individual sounds and if the soundscape would be different if it
was designed to reflect different times of the day, different seasons or in different
weather . 

Discuss how and why the soundscape might change and what kind of
atmosphere the sounds create. 

Extension: create your own soundscape with the title Dreaming Trees or think of
your own theme 7

Please refer to our Dreaming Trees
soundscape resource sheet for the
music



SOUNDS MAP 
ACTIVITY

activity
Go outside and find a comfortable place where learners can stand/sit for a few
minutes. If the weather doesn't support outside learning, this activity can be
done inside - sit by an open window.

Put an ‘X’ in the centre of a piece of paper to show where you are. Stay still for
5 minutes and listen to the sounds around you. Mark on the paper the sounds
you can hear and where they are coming from. Mark them close to the X if they
are close by or towards the edge of the paper if they are further away. You can
draw, write or colour the sounds you can hear.

You could also think about what sounds are permanent (mark with a dot) and
which are passing (mark with an arrow) and what sounds are natural (mark with
a N) and which are man-made (mark with MM). This brings attention to the
sources of sound and our influence in the environment.

Example from the Sensory Trust

A sound map using a blank piece of paper, 
Royal Botanical Gardens

resources
Sensory Trust Sounds Map activity video (49
seconds): https://youtu.be/RPWouRmxtBI

Royal Botanical Gardens, Drawing a Sound Map 
(7.3 mins): https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=sjbHkf40NyI 8

https://youtu.be/RPWouRmxtBI
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Resource sheet:  
Dreaming trees soundscape

A bespoke soundscape has been developed for the Dreaming Trees event  by Jersey-born
sound artist and film score composer Dr Tony Langlois. 

A series of pieces have been designed to be played in different areas of the park on repeat. This
will generate a unique layering of sounds and a soundscape to explore the park after dark.

'The sounds in this composition isn’t music as people hear it, but imagines the
memories of trees as they sleep through the winter. Many trees live for hundreds

of years, so they have very long memories, of many summers, many springs,
many winters and deep, deep dreams' Dr Tony Langlois.

The Dreaming Trees soundscape is available from gov.je/dreamingtrees
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Resource sheet:  
what do trees dream of?

Scientific research has shown that trees communicate with each other, share resources, support
the eco-system and work together over a ‘wood wide web’. 

Over the winter, we can think of trees as sleeping as they conserve their energy and wait for
spring.

If trees are sleeping, perhaps they dream. What do you think trees dream of?
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OVER 100
YEARS OLD
Trees live to be hundreds of years old,
for example this Sweet Chestnut tree in
Howard Davis Park is over 100 years
old.
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If a tree has lived for 100 years, they have lived
through historic events and changes in how we live
day to day, for example the use of cars, increase in
buildings, changes in fashion and music and
technology. 

Their environment has changed (think about the
changes in noise, air quality and weather as
examples) and the people around them have
changed (think about how we dress, how we talk (for
example Jèrriais) and how we use the park).

What do you think trees dream of?

Coumme est qu'tu'es 
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